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Overview What (the heck) is Mavenlink?

Mavenlink (ML) is a project management platform. 
For every digital project, there is one ML.

Ex. You sell SEO and programmatic display to the same client at the same 
time. After submitting your JotForm, there will be ONE ML for SEO and ONE 
ML for programmatic display.

Q - Why TWO different ML’s? 

A - There is one team that fulfills SEO projects, and a different team that 
fulfills programmatic projects. Having two different ML’s allows for 
streamlined communication, and avoids any confusion between projects. 
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https://order.glaciermediadigital.ca/
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Well, this can be explained in 3 easy steps:

1. You (the rep) sell a digital campaign (congrats!!)

2. You fill out a JotForm to notify the digital team in Vancouver. 

3. The team receives the form, creates the ML and invites all required members 
(including you)

*note - Clients are never invited into Mavenlink. Any communication within the ML project 
will not be seen by your client. What happens in Mavenlink, stays in Mavenlink.
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Mommy,

Where Do Mavenlinks Come From?

https://order.glaciermediadigital.ca/
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Navigating Mavenlink
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Ignore these tabs ● The Dashboard Tab
● The Templates Tab
● The Tasks Tab
● The Time & Expenses Tab
● The Billing Tab

Navigating Mavenlink
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Navigating Mavenlink

The Projects Tab:
the one and only tab

This is the only tab you will need to worry about, so let’s dive in.
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After clicking the Projects tab, all of the projects that you are involved in will be listed and sorted by most 
recent activity. Therefore, if you are looking for an active project, it will likely be near the top of the list.

The two easiest ways to find your project

Method 1
● Click in the search bar directly to the left of the blue 

“ Add Project” button
● Search for your client name and press enter
● Click on the corresponding project below
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Searching for a Project
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Searching for a Project
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Method 2
A. Hover your mouse over the Projects tab - this reveals a search bar
B. Search for your client name and press enter
C. Click on the corresponding project below

*note - If your client doesn’t appear, try the following:

● Type the first 3 letters of the client’s name and search
● Does the client have a space in their name? Try removing the space 

and search again
● Search for the type of project it is (SEO, website, programmatic, etc)
● If your client is still not appearing, please email your DC
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The Activity View
*note - After reading the basics of posting, please refer to Mavenlink Etiquette to learn more about tagging, 
threads and linking to tasks so you can create the perfect post every time!

Creating a Post is as easy as 1-2-(2a)-3
● Click inside the dialogue box at the top of the page
● Type or paste your message
● (optional) Upload any relevant files by clicking the “Upload Files” button directly below the dialogue box
● Click the blue “Post” button directly below and on the right of the dialogue box
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Creating a Post
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Did You Know?
You can send private messages in ML if you would like your post 
to be seen by one or more specific members within the project. 
To do this, click the word, “public” directly above the dialogue 
box. Select the names of the people you would like to view your 
post, and then create your post. This post will only appear to 
you, and the members you selected. 
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Finding a Post
Sometimes you read something important in ML but now you can’t find it. Arrgghhh, so frustrating! Here are 
some helpful tips to easily find the information for which you are looking:

1. If you remember part of the message
A. Click in the search bar at the very top of the page, type the part of 

the message you remember and click enter - if that post exists, it should appear
B. Press “Cmd+F” (Ctrl+F for windows) on your keyboard to reveal a small text box at the top of your 

screen, then type the part of the message you remember - if that text appears anywhere in the project it 
will be highlighted.
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Finding a Post
2. If you don’t remember any of the message

A. Remember that the Activity feed is sorted by recency - if you are 
looking for a recent post, it will be near the top - all posts are dated

B. Some messages are hidden - you may need to navigate to a post and 
click “Previous Replies” which will appear directly below the original 
post if anything 
is hidden

C. Click into the “Task Tracker” view, then read the next section in this 
article about how to use that tab!
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The Task Tracker View
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What is the Task Tracker?
When the team sets up the ML, they create and assign tasks for the project. 
All of these tasks live in the “Task Tracker” tab.

How Does it Work?
Tasks have (an) assignee(s) and due dates, so you can see who is responsible 
for the task, and when you can expect it to be completed. 

If you cannot see the task tracker, fear not. You 
have my permission to skip this section.
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Click on a task to see information relevant to that task. The panel that opens has ONE 
important tab - Activity

● Any posts about this task should appear in this panel
● You can also create a post here that will automatically appear both in this 

panel, AND 
on the main Activity tab

note* - Posting in relevant tasks helps keep ML organized for everybody, and is encouraged. 
However, if you do not wish to open the task tracker each time you post, please read  “linking to 
tasks” for an alternative method.

The Task Tracker View
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The Files View
If a file has been uploaded to the ML, you can find it in 
this tab. This can be very handy when looking for old 
reports, ad tags, or order forms.
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Customizing Your Email Settings
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Holy Moly I’m Getting 
Too Many Emails
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You are already getting bombarded with emails from clients, the constant onslaught from ML isn’t helping your 
sanity, so let’s rid your inbox - and your life - of some unnecessary clutter.

● Click on your name in the very top right corner of the screen.
● From the dropdown, select “Email Settings”

Now, from here there are many options that I will not list here for brevity’s sake. However, to reduce the 
number of emails, it is recommended to select the settings on the following page.
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Customizing Your Email Settings
● Set Post Notification Emails to

“Send email notifications about relevant posts only”

○ This way, you will only receive an email when someone 
tags you in a post - if you are not tagged, it is likely that 
there is no action required on your part

● Set Post Notification Frequency to, “Send email notifications 
about relevant posts as they occur, and bundle other post activity 
into a daily digest”

● Task Notification Emails, Time and Expense Submission 
Alerts, and Week Ahead Email may all be set to, “Do not send…”

*note - The above settings should always be in place when you will be out of office. 
This will minimize the number of auto-replies that appear in a ML project.



Mavenlink Etiquette 
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Tagging
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Tagging is your friend
As mentioned in the “I GET TOO MANY EMAILS” section, many users are only notified by email when 
they are tagged. To ensure your post will be seen, please tag the user.

How do I Tag?
● Type the @ symbol, followed by the user’s name (ex. @MichaelMordak) - as you begin to type, 

the name will appear in a dropdown for you to click on

We all know that ML can get clunky and tricky to navigate when there are seemingly endless 
conversations all happening simultaneously, so if we do our best to follow these guidelines, we can 
help keep ML organized and easy to follow. The following is a general list of unofficial rules that help 
to keep communication in ML simple and clear for everyone. 
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Who do I Tag?

It is not always clear who should be notified of a post. Rather than tagging 
everybody and doing the very thing that we are trying to avoid by changing 
our email settings, try the following process:

● Is this a new post?
○ YES - Is my post related to a specific task?

■ YES - Tag the assignee for that task, found in the task tracker
■ NO - Tag the Marketing Lead Found in the panel to the right of the dialogue box

○ NO (I am replying to a thread) - tag the member of the team who last posted in 
the thread
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Pinned Posts
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Annoying but helpful
In almost every ML you will find a Pinned Post at the very top of the Activity Feed. This post often 
contains important information about the project, including the JotForm, client logins, or a general 
overview. Note that this information is pinned because it is frequently used by either the rep, DC or 
marketing team.

The unofficial rules of pinned posts
● Please leave pinned posts as they are (do not unpin the posts, as this can slow 

project workflow)
● Please refrain from replying to the pinned post unless necessary due to updated information 

to the logins or order
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Linking to Tasks
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Helps You Grow Big and Strong
Linking posts to tasks helps keep ML organized and information easily accessible. One method is listed above 
in the task tracker section. This second method allows you to remain on the Activity tab where you may be 
more comfortable.

1. When creating a new post, click the “Link to Task” text directly below the dialogue box

2. From the drop down menu select the task relevant to your post (ex. “April Ad Creatives”, or  “May 
Report”) - if you do not immediately see the task, try searching in the search bar that appears

*note - you can link previous posts by navigating to an old post and selecting “Link to Task” 
directly below the original post. 

This is only relevant if you can 
see the Task Tracker.
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Felicitations!
You can now confidently call yourself a Mavenlink Master. Print this 
slide, frame it, and put it on your wall. Tell your friends on LinkedIn, 
put it in your email signature. I’ll let you decide how you reward 
yourself, however make sure that you do something special because 
YOU EARNED IT!
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Mavenlink Master


